been a division into working groups on problems, topics and issues chosen by the participants themselves.
The workshop was very successful and this volume contains some of the products of the working groups, joint with more introductory expositions. All the papers underwent a rigorous refereeing process. The contents are the following:
• C. Ciliberto, M. Farnik, A. Küronya, V. Lozovanu, J. Roé, and C. Shramov, NewtonOkounkov bodies sprouting on the valuative tree. In this paper the authors give a description of all Newton-Okounkov bodies of a big divisor on a surface with respect to valuations of the field of rational functions centered at a point. This is a research paper, which is however self-contained, i.e., it contains also short introductions to essential basic tools.
• C. Ciliberto, A. L. Knutsen, J. Lesieutre, V. Lozovanu, R. Miranda, Y. Mustopa, and D. Testa, A few questions about curves on surfaces. In this note the authors study the connection of positivity properties of a divisor on a surface in connection with the properties of being effective or movable. A basic question is treated here is: given a divisor on a surface satisfying some sort of positivity hypothesis, is there some multiple of it depending only on the surface, which is effective or movable? The authors describe some examples, discuss some conjectures and prove some results that suggest that the answer to the above question should in general be negative, unless one makes some really strong assumptions. 
